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About This Game

Design endless weapon loadouts. Create a plan to exploit the level. Then put it to the test against an invading army of alien-robot
invaders. Intense VR action meets deep s 5d3b920ae0
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I'm not typically a huge fan of tower defense, but this game. So much fun!! Found myself scrambling to keep up with the pace
(in a good way). The feeling when you see FAIL messasge I found myself thinking, "ok cool, I GET to do this level over. What
should I change in my loadout?". The first few levels were great, was like a tutorial, but not. Just felt like the game was teaching
me how to play, without teaching me how to play. Only played through about 15 levels so far. definitely worth the price.. I'm not
typically a huge fan of tower defense, but this game. So much fun!! Found myself scrambling to keep up with the pace (in a
good way). The feeling when you see FAIL messasge I found myself thinking, "ok cool, I GET to do this level over. What
should I change in my loadout?". The first few levels were great, was like a tutorial, but not. Just felt like the game was teaching
me how to play, without teaching me how to play. Only played through about 15 levels so far. definitely worth the price.. In
PlanTechTor you jump into the role of the Sole gate keeper to the Castle in an immersive VR fusion of in-depth strategy and
high-octane action! You can design weapon load-outs with several different abilities and an endless amount of weapon
combinations that effects the damage modifiers of each weapon. The game is simple in design but real deep in character. The
graphics are clean and not demanding for smooth FPS. With rock solid gameplay mechanics and built in options like in game
height adjustment so the whole family can play with out having to leave the game, to include multiple languages to cater to the
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masses. The developer left no stone upturned. I would recommend this game to anybody. Check out my quick look video right
here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNMlYKwzPN4&t=22s. Plantechtor - If you like strategy or tower defense games
then you wont be disappointed! In this game you are the tower with 3 weapons to choose from, a bow, dual pistols and a rocket
launcher. and you have to defeat the onslaught of enemies to defend your castle. The controls are smooth and intuitive, graphics
are cartoonish but looks really good and compliment the game nicely. But where this game really stands out is in the skills and
abilities you can unlock and equip to your weapons, you can equip skills like fire damage (aka DOT), ice damage (aka slow) or
target dummies.ect. then you can go deeper and equip abilities that augment how your skills work and how they interact with
each other to create combos to maximize your damage output against the waves of enemies. Experimenting and finding out what
works and what doesn't is a lot of fun, I'm already hooked.. In PlanTechTor you jump into the role of the Sole gate keeper to the
Castle in an immersive VR fusion of in-depth strategy and high-octane action! You can design weapon load-outs with several
different abilities and an endless amount of weapon combinations that effects the damage modifiers of each weapon. The game
is simple in design but real deep in character. The graphics are clean and not demanding for smooth FPS. With rock solid
gameplay mechanics and built in options like in game height adjustment so the whole family can play with out having to leave
the game, to include multiple languages to cater to the masses. The developer left no stone upturned. I would recommend this
game to anybody. Check out my quick look video right here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNMlYKwzPN4&t=22s

PlanTechtor now supports 9 languages! : English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Russian, Japaense, Chinese (simplified),
and Korean are all supported now. Let us know if you think your region support should be added.. Releasing tomorrow! : This
quirky little world will be officially explorable tomorrow morning and I am so hecking excited !!. Translations Updated : I heard
the feedback, and am happy to say that PlanTechtor has been updated to include new translations for many languages.. Trading
cards are live! : I am happy to say that the trading cards, badges, emoticons, and backgrounds are all approved, finished, and
implemented into the latest build of PlanTechtor.. PlanTechtor climbs the charts on IndieDB : Yesterday saw PlanTechtor shoot
to the front page of IndieDB. It climbed from 400 to 18 in just a few short hours. It was an amazing display of the support that
PlanTechtor has been receiving.. My journey and my dream : I was fortunate enough to sit down and talk with a local news
program recently. We discussed my career so far, and my journey into a full indie dev.. New PlanTechtor trailer, art style, and
release date! : Check out the improved art style for PlanTechtor in the release date trailer.. The many worlds of PlanTechtor :
There are many worlds to protect in PlanTechtor.. lan Vital PRINCIPIA: Master of Science Hello, World.. PlanTechtor skill
info : You can now read about the skills in PlanTechtor and how they work with the players weapons.
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